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Abstract: Blockchain, with its characteristics of non-tamperability and decentralization, has had a
profound impact on various fields of society and has set off a boom in the research and application of
blockchain technology. However, blockchain technology faces the problem of data availability attacks
during its application, which greatly limits the scope and domain of blockchain applications. One of
the most advantageous researches to address this problem is the scalable data availability solution
that integrates coding theory design into the Merkle tree promise. Based on this scheme, this paper
combines a zero-knowledge accumulator with higher efficiency and security with local repair coding,
and proposes a data availability scheme with strong dataset privacy protection. The scheme first
encodes the data block information on the blockchain to ensure tamper-proof data, and then uses a
zero-knowledge accumulator to store the encoded data block information. Its main purpose is to use
zero-knowledge property to protect the accumulation set information stored in the accumulator from
being leaked and to ensure that no other information about the accumulation set is revealed during
the data transmission. It fundamentally reduces the possibility of attackers generating fraudulent
information by imitating block data and further resists data availability attacks.

Keywords: blockchain; privacy protection; data availability; zero knowledge accumulator

1. Introduction

Public blockchains, such as Bitcoin [1] and Ether [2], have proven themselves to be
secure in practice. One of them, Bitcoin, has gone through more than a decade of secure
and real-time operations, but at the cost of deteriorating performance [3]. To address this
problem, various consensus layers and off-chain extension methods have been introduced:
For example, ACeD, which is a scalable data availability solution that adds coding theory
to the Merkle tree commitment to ensure efficiency and tamper resistance [4]; a new fraud
prevention and data availability system that reduces the trade-off between on-chain capacity
and security by enabling light clients to receive and verify proofs of fraud for invalid blocks
from full nodes; and rollup information scattering with provable retrievability, a scheme
that uses linear erasure codes and homomorphic vector commitments to design a storage
and communication efficient protocol. These schemes address the scalable data availability
problem of blockchain from different perspectives through different implementations. This
paper aims to improve the blockchain data availability scheme based on the above scheme,
and proposes a blockchain data availability scheme with strong dataset privacy protection
(DPP-DA).

This paper proposes an intermediate “data availability verification” mechanism be-
tween the side blockchain (i.e., smaller blockchains) and the trusted blockchain (i.e., larger
blockchains). The side blockchain transmits data to the verification layer, which then trans-
mits verifiable membership witnesses to the trusted blockchain and ensures that the data is
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available in the side blockchain. N verification nodes work together to verify whether the
proposed blocks are searchable (that is, data is available) before submitting it to the trusted
blockchain. The key problem is how to share data securely and efficiently among nodes to
verify the availability of data.

The solution of this paper is to use local repair codes [5–7] so that different nodes
receive different encoding blocks. To ensure the integrity and correctness of the encoded
blocks, we use zero-knowledge accumulators [8,9] to provide membership proofs for
any block, but malicious block producers can hide malicious data, so the probability of
reconstructing a block is very small and negligible. Nodes can detect such attacks by
broadcasting what they receive and decoding data forwarded by others to confirm that the
data is correct.

In order to find a scalable solution to the problem of data availability verification, the
method based on local repair code must prevent error encoding attacks while minimizing
the cost of storage and communication. The local repair code has low communication
complexity and high data repair ability. When the storage node is a hostile node, the storage
and download overhead is also low.

While solving the problem of data availability of blockchain, the threat of data privacy
in a blockchain system will become a more important research issue. If there is no data
privacy protection, the data will be easily leaked, and attackers will be more likely to attack the
blockchain by imitating the leaked data, fraudulently cheating the blockchain in the process
of data transmission, thus increasing the probability of data availability attacks. Therefore, it
is also important to ensure the data privacy protection performance of the blockchain.

The existing various privacy protection mechanisms [10–12] and implementation
technologies protect blockchain privacy from different aspects. Therefore, in a blockchain
system that actually considers privacy protection, multiple technologies are usually inte-
grated to achieve a more comprehensive privacy protection effect [13,14]. For the privacy
of user information, the current protection mechanisms still have a lot of room for devel-
opment, but the existing implementation technologies can not completely solve the threat
to privacy protection. There are deficiencies in security, performance, scalability, and so
on. Overall, with the continuous development of applications and demands, blockchain
technology will gradually tend to improve in terms of privacy protection. Among them,
zero-knowledge proof technology [15,16] is effective in solving the data privacy protection
of blockchain.

In this paper, based on the zero-knowledge proof technique, we introduce and design a
zero-knowledge accumulator based on bilinear mapping [17] to propose a powerful privacy-
preserving enhancement scheme for datasets, which also provides hidden guarantees:
accumulation values and witnesses do not leak dynamic sets that evolve through element
insertion/deletion. At the same time, in addition to the results that can be queried, they do
not disclose any information about the set, protecting not only the initially accumulated set,
but also all accumulative updates. It also allows membership and non-membership proofs,
it can compute membership witnesses, and it supports efficient updating of accumulative
values due to insertions and deletions in sets. Membership and non-membership queries
for a set can be responded to without revealing any other information about the set. This
scheme not only enhances the security assurance of datasets, but also maintains the same
efficient performance.

2. Related Work

Blockchain scaling: For a given node network, achieving the highest throughput and
lowest latency blockchain that can be operated by consensus has always been a major focus
area [18]. The off-chain payment network indirectly increases the transaction throughput
of the system by processing large amounts of transaction data offline while using the
blockchain to handle exceptions in the off-chain payment process [19]. The consensus
mechanism of Bitcoin PoW [20,21] ensures the consistency of the state of the blockchain
in the open network (weak consistency), but it does not consider the efficiency of the
blockchain. So, Eyal et al. [22] proposed the Bitcon-NG scheme, which aims to increase
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the number of transaction confirmations in each round of consensus, so as to improve the
transaction throughput of the system. The transaction throughput of the system can also
be improved by designing a reliable sharding mechanism in an open blockchain network,
based on the sharding technique [23,24] borrowed from the traditional distributed database
domain. In this paper, starting from another form of blockchain extension, we design and
implement an intermediate verification layer that can carry out scalable security interaction
between the side blockchain and trusted blockchain.

Data availability: When blockchain nodes cannot access all data, they are vulnerable
to data availability attacks [25]. One solution is to use the light node to provide warnings
to the full node to notify the malicious block proponents of misbehavior and encode the
blockchain data to improve the efficiency of fraud prevention. It was first used in 2D
Reed-Solomon codes [26,27] and was then generalized by cryptographic hash accumulators
encoding Merkle trees to generate block promises. In this paper, we propose a local
repair encoding for validation operations: this encoding, combined with a zero-knowledge
accumulator, allows efficient and secure validation of data between verification nodes.

Improving the scalability of the blockchain leads to a vulnerablilty to data availability
attacks. That is, the amount of data increases with the improvement of the scalability of the
blockchain, so it is very important for nodes to determine whether malicious transactions
are hidden in the block when a new block is generated. Therefore, the aim of the scalable
data availability scheme is to improve the scalability of the blockchain and at the same time
solve the data availability attacks caused by malicious nodes.

Data privacy protection: With the wide application of blockchain technology, blockchain is
facing more and more security threats and challenges [28,29]. Blockchain does not rely on central
nodes, and transaction records, such as addresses and transaction amounts of participating users,
are often made public on the blockchain, making it easy for nodes to verify, store transaction
contents, and reach consensus. However, this open and transparent nature of the blockchain will
likely lead to user privacy leaks [30,31]. The varying security performance and ability of each
blockchain node to combat information leakage increases the risk of data privacy leakage [32].
The flaws of various programs in the blockchain will also expose the blockchain system to
huge security risks. In this paper, we design a powerful data privacy protection scheme using
zero-knowledge accumulators, which allow the membership and non-membership of sets to
be answered without revealing any other information about the set at query time and allow
membership and non-membership proofs, can compute membership witness, and support the
efficient updating of accumulation values due to insertions and deletions in sets. Accumulators
with zero-knowledge can be thought of as “honest submitter” relaxations of zero-knowledge sets.

3. System and Security Models

The system consists of four parts: trusted blockchain (proof of storage block), client
(node providing data in side blockchain), zero knowledge accumulator, and intermediate
verification layer to ensure data availability. The system structure is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. System structure.
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3.1. Network Models and Assumptions

This part contains two types of nodes: verification nodes and client nodes. The specific
flow of the intermediate verification layer is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Intermediate verification layer.

Verification nodes are the main participants in the verification layer. They receive block
submitted requests from the client of the side blockchain, including the block header and
a set of data blocks. After ensuring that the data is complete and correct, they determine
whether the block is available by verification and submit the result to the trusted blockchain.

Zero knowledge accumulator stores the block information on the blockchain to provide
privacy for the client, and then the client receives the block and requests the verification
layer to submit the block. They update the information periodically based on the member-
ship witness from the trusted blockchain and inquire the verification node about the block
witnessed by the non-membership witness as needed.

A key assumption of the verification model is that trusted blockchains have a persistent
data sequence and service activeness. In addition, we assume that honest nodes are in
the majority in the verification layer. The verification node is connected to all clients. The
network is synchronized and the communication is certified and reliable.

3.2. Data Privacy Protection Model

Block data of the blockchain is stored using a zero-knowledge accumulator, where the
accumulation values and proofs are not disclosed for dynamic sets inserted and deleted
through elements. During data transfer in trusted blockchains and side blockchains, privacy
protection is provided for any dynamic changes in data generated by the set in the accumula-
tor, i.e., set membership and non-membership queries can be answered without revealing
any other information about the set.

Data storage: Each block is connected to a zero-knowledge accumulator, which
compressively stores the encoded block data and forms a large accumulation set in the
accumulator.

Dynamic operations: Dynamically and efficiently query, add, delete and other oper-
ations to cumulative sets. Accumulated values do not leak for dynamic sets that change
through element insertion/deletion.

Set membership and non-membership proofs: Membership and non-membership
proofs are generated for sets of data stored in accumulators, and set membership and
non-membership proofs can query these proofs without disclosing any other information
about these datasets.
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3.3. Verification Model

Reducing the storage burden and ensuring data availability through the intermediate
verification layer is of vital importance. The verification layer network consists of several
zero-knowledge accumulators and blocks to form N verification nodes, which can transmit
data with the client and provide data availability services. There are opponents that
can damage several authentication nodes. Any node that is not damaged is called an
honest node.

In the verification layer, data blocks are the basic data units. The following steps are
required to submit and retrieve block b for data availability verification.

1. Generation blocks: When a client wants to commit block b to a trusted blockchain,
it runs the accumulation set (b, D) of accumulators connected to the block to gen-
erate membership witnesses for block b and a set of D blocks D1, . . . , Dm generates
membership witnesses WitD.

2. Dispersion blocks: The client runs the decentralized protocol disperse (B, (D1, . . . , Dm) ,
N), and specifies that different data blocks are sent to N different verification nodes.

3. Verification termination: Verification nodes query membership witnesses to finalize
and accept their witnesses to write certain blocks in the trusted blockchain.

4. Retrieve data: The client retrieves a set of blocks of any witnesses WitD that has been
verified by the verification layer by initiating a request (retrieve, WitD).

5. Decoded data: Any client can run primitive decoding
(

WD,
{

WitDi

}
i∈S

)
to decode

the blocks in the retrieved block
{

WitDi

}
i∈S. The decoder also returns the proof of the

membership associated with the witness for decoding block b.

We describe the security of the verification model, that is, the data availability scheme,
and define the data availability verification, as follows.

In the data availability verification of the trusted block chain, the client submits the
block and the trusted block chain receives the witness with the following properties:

1. Termination: When an honest client requests block b decentralized, block b will
eventually be approved and the witness will be transferred to the trusted blockchain.

2. Availability: Dispersion is acceptable if a client wants to retrieve WitD and the veri-
fication layer is able to provide it with block b or empty block ∅ and prove that the
client is related to WitD.

3. Correctness: If two honest clients running (Retrieve, WitD) at the same time receive b1
and b2, then b1 = b2. If the client initiating the dispersion is honest, it needs to satisfy
the original dispersion block b1 = b.

4. Technical Description

In this section, bilinear mappings, zero knowledge accumulators, and local repair
codes are described and constructed, respectively. These techniques are described in
more detail in Refs. [5,8,33], respectively. Readers can refer to these studies for further
information.

4.1. Bilinear Mapping

The basic bilinear accumulator is a paired bilinear mapping based on the n-strong
Diffie–Hellman assumption [33]. Pairing: e: G1 × G2 → GT , where G1, G2 and GT are cyclic
groups of prime order p. We require pairing e to satisfy the following attributes.

Bilinearity: e
(

ua, vb
)
= e(u, v)ab, where u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2, a, b ∈ Zp.

Non-degeneracy: There is at least element g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G2 that satisfies e(g1, g2) 6= 1.
Calculability: For any u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2, there is a polynomial time algorithm related to

a given security parameter λ, which can efficiently calculate e(u, v).
We call (p, G1, G2, GT , e, g1, g2) a bilinear paired tuple as the output of a probabilistic

polynomial time algorithm running on input 1λ. When choosing cyclic groups G1 and G2,
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we usually consider the security of accumulators, that is G1 6= G2, we choose asymmetric
cyclic groups.

Suppose g1, g2 is the generator of G1, G2, then e(g1, g2) is the generator of GT , k ∈ Z∗p.
The accumulated value for the dataset D = {d1, . . . , dn} is A(D) = g1Πd∈D(d + k).
For any subset D0 of the set D, its membership witness W(D0) is the accumulative

value of removing D0 from the set D : W(D0) = g1Πd∈D\D0
(d + k).

Verify that the membership witness W(D0) is correct or not, we can judge whether
e
(
W(D0), g2 ∏d0∈D0

(d0 + k)
)
= e(A(D), g2) is true or not.

4.2. Zero-Knowledge Accumulator

The zero-knowledge accumulator is a dynamic universal accumulator based on bi-
linear mapping. It has all the properties of dynamic universal accumulator and achieves
perfect zero-knowledge property. It supports membership witness and non-membership
witness, and it supports insertion and deletion of sets for efficient updating of accumu-
lative values. The following is a definition of dynamic universal accumulator and zero-
knowledgeability.

There are five probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms in the dynamic universal
accumulator (GenKey, Setup, Witness, Verify, Update). It represents the set D with accumu-
lative values, which contains elements from the domain D. It supports queries of the form
“d ∈ D?”. Where d ∈ D and the update of the current collection (e.g., using the “insert d” or
“delete d” operations). The algorithm for the dynamic universal accumulator runs between
the owner, the server, and the client, as described below. A tuple of algorithms constitutes
the accumulator.

Five PPT algorithms comprise the dynamic universal accumulator, DUA = (GenKey,
Setup, Witness, Verify, Update) defined as follows:

(sk, vk)← GenKey
(

1λ
)

The key generation algorithm takes security parameters λ as input, and then outputs
the public verification key vk and the secret key sk saved by the owner, which are responded
by the client during the verification query.

(acc, ek, aux)← Setup(sk, D)

The owner runs this setup algorithm. It takes as input the source set D and generates
an accumulative value Acc that is published to both the server and client, along with the
evaluation key ek and the auxiliary information aux that is only sent to the server for proof
construction.

(b, w)←Witness(acc, D, d, ek, aux)

The server runs the witness algorithm. It inputs the evaluation keyword ek, the
accumulative value acc, the set D, and the query element d. It outputs an indication of
whether the boolean value b is in the set and the witness w of the answer.

(accept/reject)← Verify(acc, d, b, w, vk)

The client runs the verification algorithm. It inputs accumulative value acc, public key
vk, queried element d, boolean value b, witness w, and outputs accept/reject.(

acc′, ek′, aux′
)
← Update(acc, D, d, sk, aux, upd)

This update algorithm inputs the current set with its accumulative values and auxiliary
information and inserts element d into D, if upd = 1 or removes element d from D, if
upd = 0. The algorithm outputs ⊥ if upd = 1 and d ∈ D, (similarly, if upd = 0 and d /∈ D),
indicating that the update is invalid. Otherwise, it outputs (acc′, ek′, aux′), where acc′ is
the new accumulative value corresponding to the set D ∪ {d} or D\{d}, ek′ is the modified
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evaluation keyword, and aux′ is the auxiliary information of the set (both are sent to the
server only).

As a result of changing accumulative values, we need the WitUpdate function in order
to update the existing witnesses efficiently.(

upd, w′
)
←WitUpdate′

(
acc, acc′, d, w, y, ek′, aux, aux′, upd

)
The WitUpdate algorithm will run after the update is called. It takes as input the

old and new accumulative values and auxiliary information based on the binary value
upd, the evaluation keyword ek′ that updates the output, and the elements inserted or
removed from the set d. It also uses different elements y and their existing witnesses w
(which can be membership or non-membership witnesses). A new witness w′ about y of the
new set d′ is output. This output must match what can be calculated by running Witness
(acc′, d′, y, ek′, aux′).

Zero-knowledgeness: Let X be a binary function. For a query, X(query, d, D)) = 1
when and only when d ∈ D or update D( update, d, c, D)) = 1 when (c = 1 ∧ d /∈ D)
or (c = 0 ∧ d ∈ D). Let RealAdv

(
1λ
)

Ideadv, and Sim
(
1λ
)

be the game between the
challenger, the adversary Adv, and the simulator Sim = (Sim1, Sim2), defined as follows:

RealAdv
(
1λ
)
:

Setup: The challenger runs (sk, vk)← GenKey
(
1λ
)

and sends the vk to Adv. The latter
selects the set D0 with |D0| ∈ Poly(λ) and sends it to the challenger, which in turn runs
setup (sk, D0) to obtain (acc0, ek0, aux0). Then, it sends acc0 to Adv and sets (D, acc, ek,
aux)← (D0, acc0, ek0, aux0).

Query: For i = 1, . . . , l, where l ∈ poly(λ), Adv outputs (op, xi, ci), where op ∈ query,
update } and ci ∈ {0, 1} :

If op = query: Challenger runs (b, wi)←witness (acc, D, di, ek, aux) and returns output
to Adv.

If op = update: Challenger runs Update(acc, D, di, sk , aux, ). Update the set if the out-
put is not ⊥, and accordingly get di, set(D, acc, ek, aux)← (di, acci, eki, auxi) and forward
acc to Adv. Otherwise, output ⊥.

Response: The opponent outputs a bit x.
IdealAdv

(
1λ
)

:
Setup: The simulator Sim1, with input1 1λ, outputs a vk and forwards it to Adv. The

adversary chooses a set D0 with |D0| ∈ poly (λ).Sim1 responds with acc 0 and maintains
the state stateS. Finally, let (D, acc)← (D0, acc0).

Query: For i = 1, . . . , l, Adv outputs (op, xi, ci), where op ∈{query, update} and
ci ∈ {0, 1} :

If op = query: The simulator runs (b, wi)← Sim2(acc, xi , stateS, D(query, di, D)) and
returns the output to Adv.

If op = update: The simulator runs Sim2(acc , states, X(update, di, ci, D)). If the
output of D (update, di, ci, D) is 1, such that D ← Di ∪ di in c1 = 1 and D ← Di\di in
c1 = 0 and according to a valid update, X is always the placeholder variable for the latest
set version, but the simulator never observes the variable. The simulator responds to adv
with acc0.

4.3. Local Repair Code

Let Fq be a finite field consisting of q elements. Denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n} by [n]. In lay-
man’s terms, a given codeword is a grouping code with local restorability r if each coordinate
of a given codeword can be recovered by accessing a maximum of r other coordinates of the
codeword, it is a block code with local repairable r.

Let C ⊆ Fn
q be a q-element grouping code of length n. For each α ∈ Fq and i ∈ [n],

define C(i, α) := {c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈: ci = α}. For a subset I ⊆ [n]\{i}, we denote by
CI(i, α) the projection of C(i, α) onto I. A code E is said to be a locally restorative code with
local restorability r if for each i ∈ [n], there exists a subset Ii ⊆ \{i} satisfying |Ii| ≤ r such
that for any α 6= β, the codes EIi (i, α) and EIi (i, β) are disjoint.
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5. Performance Guarantee
5.1. Data Privacy Protection Security Analysis

To ensure the security of blockchain data privacy protection, the security of the zero-
knowledge accumulator needs to be analyzed. The two main aspects include completeness
and reliability.

One of the properties of the cryptographic accumulator is completeness, that is, the
witness of the output of any call sequence through the scheme algorithm, because the state
of the set at the time of witness generation is correctly verified with an almost negligible
probability.

Completeness. Let the elements in D assimilate the set which is constructed after
calling the update algorithm (starting from the set D0) and for eki, Auxi as well. The
dynamic universal accumulator is complete if for all sets D0, where |D0| and l ≥ 0 are
polynomials in λ and for all di ∈ D, for 0 = 1, . . . , l, there is a negligible function v(λ), then
the dynamic universal accumulator is said to be complete such that:

Pr

 (sk, vk)← GenKey
(
1λ
)
; (e0, acc0, aux0)← Setup(sk, D0)

{(acci+1, eki+1, auxi+1)← Update(acci, Di, di, sk, aux, updi)}0≤i≤l
(b, w)←Witness (accl , Dl , d, el , auxl) : Verify(acc, d, b, w, vk) = accept

 ≥ 1− v(λ) (1)

where the probability of the algorithm exceeds its randomness.
The second property is reliability. It reflects the fact that the adversarial server cannot

provide proof of acceptance if the request is incorrect.
Reliability: that is to say, Adv has the right to access all algorithms in the scheme and

is required to generate a statement and the witness of the statement in the competition, but
Adv cannot win.

For all PPT adversaries Adv and all 1-polynomials in λ running on input 1λ, the
randomness of the coins that take over the algorithm and Adv has a negligible probability
of winning the following game:

Setup: Challenger runs (sk, vk)← GenKey
(
1λ
)

and sends vk to Adv, who responds
with set D0. The challenger runs (ek0, acc0) ←set (sk, D0) and sends the output to the
adversary.

Updates: The challenger starts the list L and inserts the tuple (acc0, d0). After this, for i = 0,
the opponent releases update xi and receives the updated output (acci, Di, di, sk, auxi, updi)
from the challenger. After each call to update, if the output is not ⊥, the challenger appends the
returned (acci+1, Di+1) to L. or else, it appends (acci, Di).

Challenge: A triple (d∗, b∗, w∗) is output by the adversary along with an index j. Let
L[j] be

(
accj, Di

)
. The adversary will win the game if the following occurs:

Verify
(
accj, d∗, b∗, w∗, vk

)
= accept∧

((
d∗ ∈ Dj ∧ b∗ = 0

)
∨
(
d∗ /∈ Dj ∧ b∗ = 1

))
(2)

The discussion on the conditions for winning the game should take place on this point.
In particular, Adv output set D∗ and the accumulative value acc∗ and may be used to
calculate the latter to cater to the randomization of the accumulator.

5.2. Security Analysis of Data Availability Scheme

In order to demonstrate that the data availability scheme is secure if the trusted
blockchain is durable and secure, we prove the following properties.

Verification termination: In data availability verification, dispersion is accepted only
if a membership witness is submitted to the trusted blockchain. If honest client requests
are scattered, but there is no membership witness in the trusted blockchain, then either no
membership witness is submitted, or no new transactions are accepted. By querying the
membership witness WitD, even if all the damaged nodes cannot provide any information,
the data can still be considered available by membership proof and the membership witness
will be presented, so the trusted blockchain is not active, which contradicts our assumption.
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Availability: If decentralization is accepted, there is a membership witness in the
trusted blockchain, and the verification node has proved the block. Because the trusted
blockchain is persistent, the membership witness can be obtained as long as the client re-
trieves the block, and at least M/N nodes will respond through the stored zero-knowledge
accumulator connected to the block. On receiving a group block from a partial node of the
side blockchain, for applying a local repair code with local repairability r and a feasible
dispersion algorithm (b, (D1, . . . , Dm), N) of the data availability verification layer, if dis-
persion is accepted, the verification is able to provide block b or empty block ∅ and prove
its relation to WitD whenever an honest client requests retrieval.

6. Performance Analysis
6.1. Storage and Communication

We deployed our solution implementation on Linux cloud hardware with a 6-core
CPU, 32 GB RAM, 128 GB SSD, and 40 Gpbs network interface (for data verification layer
and side blockchain nodes). The central goals of the system are dataset privacy protection
and data availability. Based on Table 1, we define four key performance metrics for the
system, let N be the number of nodes, M be the number of blocks, and b be the size of
each block. The coded repair rate of the local repair code measures the fault tolerance
of the model. Consider the simplest scaling solution, which is to spread the data across
the network without duplication. The “storage overhead” refers to the ratio of the total
storage cost to the actual storage information. Considering that the blocks in each node
are connected to a zero-knowledge accumulator to compress the stored data, the storage
overhead is O(N), which indicates that the storage cost increases linearly with the network
size. The system implements O(1) storage in case of client honesty and O(Logb) storage
in case of client corruption. When applying 1D-RS codes [34], the worst-case scenario is
that the adversary sends a block verification node with incorrect encoding and needs to
download O(B) data for fraud prevention. The data availability verification system in this
paper achieves a near-optimal overhead, requiring only O(Logb) proofs to be downloaded.
For a given block, the communication efficiency of the data availability verification system
in this paper is O(B).

Table 1. System performance indicators.

Fault Tolerance Scalability Storage Overhead Communication Efficiency

O(b) O(N) O(Logb) O(B)

6.2. Bandwidth Consumption during Local Repair Code Encoding

We can calculate the amount of bandwidth consumed by the nodes during the en-
coding process. The bandwidth consumption of the node is determined by evaluating the
bandwidth consumption of the d encoding fragments stored by each node. The bandwidth
consumption of the node during encoding varies for k = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and d = 4, 5,
6, where k denotes the total number of encoded fragments. Figure 3 shows the change in
bandwidth consumption when the encoding fragments are stored during encoding. When
d is fixed, the larger k is fixed, and the less bandwidth is consumed for storing the encoded
fragment during encoding, and when k is fixed, the larger d is, and the greater bandwidth
is consumed for storing the encoded fragment during encoding. Therefore, the size of
bandwidth occupied by nodes for data transmission is related to the amount of encoded
data allocated to nodes for storage. When the block size is relatively large, the bandwidth
occupation and the amount of stored data can be measured to choose a better solution, but
with the current block size of the mainstream blockchain, the bandwidth occupied by data
transmission between nodes within a group is small.
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Figure 3. Bandwidth consumption during encoding.

In the experiments, the repair rate of erroneous nodes was calculated and the total
encoded data volume of the nodes was evaluated at the number of erroneous nodes p = 1, 2,
3, respectively. n = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 is the repair rate of the erroneous nodes. Figure 4
shows the variation of the repair rate of the error nodes. We can know that when p is fixed,
the larger n is, and the slower the repair rate of the error nodes in each slice, and when n is
fixed, the smaller p is, and the faster the repair rate of the error nodes.

Figure 4. Error node repair rate.
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6.3. Comparison of Schemes

We compare the data availability scheme with strong dataset privacy protection (DPP-
DA) in this paper with the ACeD data availability scheme, the 1D-RS scheme [35,36], using
regenerable codes, and the AVID [37] scheme. The differences between the three in terms of
latency, throughput, and fault tolerance are analyzed, respectively. The results are shown
in Table 2. In terms of latency, the local repair codes used in this paper are more efficient
compared to Merkle tree coding and regenerable codes. It is more effective in reducing
the blockchain time delay. In terms of throughput, DPP-DA has a higher improvement
compared with the other two schemes, because compressed storage by accumulator can
improve the throughput of blockchain. In terms of fault tolerance, the fault tolerance of
blockchain is influenced by the coding repair rate, where the coding repair ability of local
repair codes is higher than other codes, so the data availability scheme based on local repair
codes is more fault tolerant.

Table 2. Performance comparison.

Metrics ACeD 1D-RS AVID DPP-DA

Latency around 80 s around 100 s around 90 s around 75 s
Throughput around 1300 tps around 1000 tps around 1200 tps more than 1500 tps

Fault tolerance affected by code
repair rate

affected by code
repair rate

affected by code
repair rate

affected by code
repair rate

7. Conclusions

By investigating previous data availability scheme, this paper puts forward a new
blockchain-based data availability scheme. The original coded Merkle tree is replaced by a
zero-knowledge accumulator with local repair coding with higher efficiency and security,
and then the zero-knowledge performance of the zero-knowledge accumulator is used to
achieve strong data privacy protection performance considering the privacy security of
the data. Finally, a blockchain data availability scheme with strong privacy protection for
datasets is proposed. The scheme first ensures tamper-proof data by encoding the data
block information on the blockchain, and then stores the encoded data block information
on the blockchain using a zero-knowledge accumulator to protect the accumulation set
information stored in the accumulator from being compromised. It fundamentally reduces
the possibility of attackers generating fraudulent information by imitating the information
of data blocks on the blockchain.
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